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Consider the following game played in a locally compact space X: at the nth move, K chooses 
a compact set K, c X, and then P chooses a point pm c IJ {K,: i =Z n}. We say K wins if P’s points 
have no limit point in X. We show that X is metacompact (a-metacompact) if and only if K has 
a strategy in this game which depends only on P’s last move (and the number of the move). As 
a corollary we obtain a game characterization of Eberlein compact spaces. We also show that if 
P is allowed to choose compact sets instead of points, then K has a winning strategy if and only 
if X is paracompact. 
Introduction 
Consider the following two person infinite game G(H, X) played at a subset H 
of a space X: at the nth play, 0 picks an open set 0, 1 H, and then P picks a 
pointp,En{Oi: is n}. 0 wins if pn -+ H, i.e., if every neighborhood of H contains 
all but finitely many of the p,,‘s. One easily observes that 0 has a winning strategy 
if H has a countable base of neighborhoods in X‘(in particular, if H is a closed 
Gs set in a compact space). 
Recall that a compact space X is Corson compact if for some index set r, X 
embeds in 
2 (r) = {x E Rr : x(o) = 0 for all but countably many cz E r}, 
and X is Eberlein compact if it embeds in 
2*(r) = {x E Rr: V6 > 0, I~x(cz)[[ > 6 for only finitely many (Y E r}. 
In [l], we characterized Corson compact spaces as those compact spaces X such 
that 0 has a winning strategy in G(A, X2), where A is the diagonal. The purpose 
of this note is to show that Eberlein compacts are those compact spaces X such 
that 0 has a Markov winning strategy in G(A, X2), i.e., a strategy which depends 
only on P’s last move and the number of the move. 
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We should point out that in the definition of G(H, X) in [l], we only required 
p,, E 0, for P’s nth play. This game, call it G’(H, X), is equivalent to G(H, X) in 
the sense that a player has a winning strategy in one game iff he has a winning 
strategy in the other. But the existence of a Markov winning strategy in G(H, X) 
does not imply such in G’(H, X) (though the converse is true), and in fact the 
analogous ‘characterization’ of Eberlein compacts using G’( H, X) is false. It is not 
difficult to show that 0 has no Markov winning strategy in G’(A, X2), where X is 
the one point compactification of an uncountable discrete space. 
In [l] we also obtained characterizations of Corson and Eberlein compact spaces 
in terms of covering properties on X2: 
Theorem 1. The following are equivalent for a compact space X: 
(i) X is Corson (Eberlein) compact; 
(ii) X2\A is metalindeltif (u-metacompact); 
(iii) X2 is hereditarily metalindeliif (a-metacompact). 
(Recall that a space Y is metalindeltif (resp., a-metacompact, metacompact) if every 
open cover of Y has a point-countable (resp., a-point-finite, point-finite) open 
refinement.) By considering a dual game played in the locally compact space X2\A, 
one observes that the game characterizations of Corson and Eberlein compact spaces 
are equivalent to certain game characterizations of the metalindeliif and cT-metacom- 
pact property in locally compact spaces. 
To be more precise, define the following game G( Y) played in a space Y: at the 
nth play, K picks a compact set K, c Y, and then P picks a point pn sz IJ {Ki: i s n}. 
K wins if the pn’s have no cluster point in Y. Observe that, for Y locally compact, 
K has a winning strategy in G(Y) if and only if 0 has a winning strategy in 
G({*}, Y u{*}), where * is the point at infinity in the one-point compactification 
Y u {*} of Y. We will show that a locally compact space Y is cr-metacompact if 
and only if K has a Markov winning strategy in G(Y). The game characterization 
of Eberlein compacts is a corollary of this result. We will also show that Y is 
metacompact iff K has a stationary winning strategy in G(Y), i.e., a strategy which 
depends only on p’s last move.’ 
Finally, consider the following modification G*(Y) of G( Y), with players K and 
L: at the nth play, K chooses a compact K, c Y, and then L chooses a compact 
set L, with K, n L, = 0; K wins if the L,‘s ‘go to infinity’, i.e., if { L,: n E w} is locally 
finite. It is easy to see that K has a winning strategy if Y is o-compact, or a free 
union of a-compacts. We prove that, for a locally compact space Y, K has a winning 
strategy in G*( Y) if and only if Y is paracompact. Since in [l] we showed that a 
compact space X is metrizable if X2\A is paracompact, it follows that if we modify 
the game G(A, X2) by allowing P to choose compact sets instead of points, then 
0 has a winning strategy if and only if X is metrizable. 
’ The terms ‘Markov winning strategy’ and ‘stationary winning strategy’ have also been used in the 
context of topological games by F. Calvin and R. Telgarsky [2], and others. 
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1. Proofs 
Let w denote the natural numbers. Observe that a Markov strategy for K in G( Y) 
is a function u : Y x w + K( Y), where K ( Y) denotes the collection of compact 
subsets of Y, and a stationary strategy is a function u : Y + K( Y). Also, u is a 
winning strategy if whenever (p,) is a sequence of points such that, in the former case, 
P,euU4Pi,i): i<nI, 
and in the latter, 
PngUU(cr(Pi): i<nl 
for all n, then the p,,‘s have no cluster point in Y. (Actually, this is not quite precise: 
since K begins the game we should also define a(O). But without loss of generality, 
we can assume u(0) = 0, and henceforth ignore this technicality.) 
We first prove the easy direction of our results. 
Lemma 1. Let Y be a locally compact space. Zf Y is metacompact (u-metacompact), 
then K has a stationary (Markov) winning strategy in G( Y). 
Proof. Let 011(% = IJ”,, Q,,) be a point-finite (o-point-finite) cover of Y by open 
sets with compact closures. Define CT : Y + K( Y) (CT : Y x w + K( Y)) by ayy) = 
U {U E 011: y E U}-(a(~, n) = U {U E 94: y E U, i < n}-). It is an easy exercise to 
check that u is s winning strategy. Cl 
Theorem 2. The following are equivalent for a locally compact space Y: 
(a) Y is metacompact; 
(b) K has a stationary winning strategy in G(Y). 
Proof. By Lemma 1, we only need to prove (b)+(a). Let 011 be an open cover of 
Y by open F, sets with compact closures, and let u: Y + K( Y) be a stationary 
winning strategy for K in G(Y). Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
u(y) is always a neighborhood of y. 
Observe that for each y, y .c? {x: ye u(x)}-: otherwise, one can inductively define 
{x,: n E w}c {x: y @ u(x)} n N, where N is some compact neighborhood of y, with 
x,+1 G IJ {a( is n}, w h ence the x,‘s have a limit point, contradicting the fact 
that u is a winning strategy. 
Let u’(y) = Int(u(y)\{x: y & u(x)}). By the above observation, u’(y) is a neighbor- 
hood of y. So for each compact K c Y, we can choose a finite F(K) c K with 
K c IJ {u’(y): y E F(K)}. Let 6 = 1 %I, and let % = { U, : a < 6). We inductively define 
%, c %, ff < 6, satisfying: 
(i) I%lsw; 
(ii) l_{~p:~<cu}~{Up:/3<cy}; 
(iii) let N, = (IJ “u,)\U {IJ qp: p < (Y}; there exists a countable set S, c N, such 
that N,cU{u’(y):y~S,}cU{u(y):y~S,}cU%~. 
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Let a0 = 0. Suppose Qp has been defined for all p < (Y. If (Y is a limit ordinal, we 
simply let 5!& = 0. Suppose LY = (Y’ + 1. Let 021,,0 = { U_,} and Sa,O= 0. Now let 0 = 
lJ {lJ 021,: p < (Y}. For n E o, let Sn,“+, = U { F( U-\O): U E “u,,,}, and let %a,n+l c % 
be a finite cover of lJ {a(y): y E S,,,,,}. Finally, let S, = lJ {S,,,: n E w} and %, = 
u {a,*,: n E w}. It is easy to check that S, and %a satisfy properties (i)-(iii). 
Now let W, = IJ {o’(y): y E S,}. Note that W, contains everything in lJ 021, not 
already covered by the %$‘s for p < CY. 
Claim: {W,: (Y <S} is point-finite. To see this, suppose p E n { WolCnj: n E o}, 
where (Y(O) < a(l) <. . . . Then there exists y, E Sclcnj with p E a’(~,). Since the (Y,‘s 
are increasing and a(~,) c lJ Qacnj, we have that for each n, y,,+i E IJ {a(~~): is n}. 
Hence the y,,‘s have no limit point. But p E a’(~,) implies y, E a(p), so we have a 
contradiction. 
Finally, to see that % has a point-finite refinement, note that since 3, is a countable 
collection of a-compact sets, lJ %e is a-compact, so each a, has a point-finite 
refinement 9a,. Let 
“Ir={Gn W,: GELS}. 
Then ‘V is a point-finite refinement of % 0 
Theorem 3. The following are equivalent for a locally compact space Y: 
(a) Y is u-metacompact; 
(b) K has a Markov winning strategy in G(Y). 
Proof. This is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2. Again let % be a cover of Y 
by open F, sets with compact closures, and let u : Y x o + K ( Y) be a Markov 
winning strategy for K in G(Y). Without loss of generality, we may assume 
c+(Y, 0) = dY, 1) = * * * 3 and c+(y, 0) is a neighborhood of y. 
Let A(y, n) = {x: y E a(x, n)}. Observe that A(y, 0) 1 A(y, 1) 2. . . . We claim that 
there exists n(y) E w withy e A(y, n(y))-. Suppose not; let N be a compact neighbor- 
hood of y. Then one can inductively choose a sequence (p,) such that 
pn E NY, n) n N\U {atpi, 9: i < nl. 
But the p,,‘s, being in N, must have a limit point, which contradicts (T being a 
winning strategy. 
Let c+‘(y) = Int(a(y, n(y))\A(y, n(y))). Now follow the proof of Theorem 2, 
constructing 021, c % and S, satisfying the same conditions (i)-(iii) as in that proof, 
with a(y) now defined by a(y) = lJ {a(~, n): n E w}. The construction goes through 
in the same way, except that the %,., ‘s may need to be countably infinite instead 
of finite. 
Let W,,, = U {a’(y) :y E S,, n(y) = n}, and W, = IJ { We,*: n E o}. As before, W, 
contains everything in U %u, not already covered by the %,‘s, p < (Y. By similar 
arguments, one can also show that for each k, { W,,,: LY < S} is point-finite, and from 
this obtain the desired a-point-finite refinement of 5% 0 
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By the remarks in the introduction, we now have our game characterization of 
Eberlein compacts: 
Corollary 4. 77ze following are equivalent for a compact space X: 
(a) X is Eberlein compact; 
(b) 0 has a Markov winning strategy in G(A, X2). 
Remark. In [l], we showed that, for a locally compact space Y, 0 has a winning 
strategy in G( Y) if and only if Y is metalindeltif, provided Y has countable tightness. 
Since the countable tightness assumption is not necessary in the analogous Theorems 
2 and 3, maybe it can be dropped-we do not know. 
Now consider the modification G*(Y) of G(Y) as defined in the introduction. 
Theorem 5. The following are equivalent for a locally compact space Y: 
(a) Y is paracompact; 
(b) K has a winning strategy in G*(Y). 
Proof. That (a) 3 (b) was noted in the introduction; we prove (b) =$ (a). Let Ou be 
cover of Y by open sets with compact closures; we will show that % has a locally 
finite open refinement. 
Let u be a winning strategy for K. Observe that u can be considered to be a 
function from the set of all finite sequences in K(Y) to the set K( Y), and we may 
assume a( 0) = 0. 
For each compact set K, let Q(K) be a finite subset of % which covers K. For 
“crc %, let 
7” = {cl( V\IJ 2): VE “Ir, 2 c “v; 3 finite}, 
and let 
Call “Ir a*-closed if a*(T) c V. It is clear that for each infinite 7’“~ %, we can 
obtain a a*-closed “Ir’ 1 V of the same cardinality by letting “y_‘(O) = “Ir, ‘V’( n + 1) = 
~(n)ua*(“lrl(n)),and”Ir’=U{~(n):nEW}.Ofcourse,~itselfisa*-closed;we 
prove % has a locally finite refinement by proving: 
Claim: If “Ire % is u*-closed, then 7” has a locally finite open refinement 
(covering U ‘V). The proof is by induction on the cardinality of 7f. If “Ir is countable, 
then /J “I’ is u-compact, so the claim holds in this case. Suppose [“lrl = S, 6 > w, and 
every a*-closed subset of y of smaller size has a locally finite refinement. We can 
inductively construct cCr( a), (Y < 6, satisfying: 
(i) each y(a) is a*-closed; 
(ii) IT”(a)/ < 8; 
(iii) (~<p*V(cx)ccIT(/l); 
(iv) V((Y)=U{V(~): /3<a} for limit a; 
(v) ‘V=U{V((Y): a<<}. 
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Now if each IJ Y”(Q) is clopen, it is easy to construct a locally finite refinement of 
Y from locally finite refinement of the ‘Y((Y)‘s. So there exists (Y < 6 such that 
U Y((Y) is not closed, i.e., there exists x E cl(U Y((Y))\~ Y(a)). Let N be a compact 
neighborhood of x. Find V(0) E ‘T(a) with V(0) n N # 0. Let LO = V(O)- be L’s first 
choice. Now Q((T(&)) = ‘Y(a), so we can find V( 1) E Y(Q) with V( 1) n 
N\IJ %(a( 15,)) # 0. Let L, = cl( V( l)\u %(a(&))). Continue in this way, finding 
V(n+l)~ Y(a) with 
V(n+l)nN\U%(cr(L,,...,L,))#O, 
and letting L,+i =cl(V(n+l)\lJ%(cr(L,,...,L,)). 
Since each L, meets N, {L, : n E w} is not locally finite, contradicting the assump- 
tion that u is a winning strategy. 0 
We conclude this note by pointing out that Theorems 2 and 3 yield ‘cushioning’ 
characterizations of metacompactness and u-metacompactness in locally compact 
spaces. Recall that a collection {M(U): U E %} of subsets of a space X is cushioned 
in % if for each %‘c Ou, (U {M(U): U E “u’})-c IJ 021’. If % and {M(U): U E 3) 
are also covers of X, then {M( U): U E Q} is called a cushioned rejinement of 3. A 
classical theorem of Michael says that a space X is paracompact if and only if every 
open cover of X has a cushioned refinement. 
If %! is a cover of X, let aF denote the set of all finite unions of elements of 9% 
Together with Theorem 2, the following lemma shows that a locally compact space 
X is metacompact if and only if for each open cover Ou, %’ has a cushioned 
retinement. It is unknown if this is true without the local compactness assumption. 
Junnila [3] has shown that if ‘cushioned’ is replaced by ‘closure-preserving’, then 
it is true. 
Theorem 6. The following are equivalent for a locally compact space X: 
(a) X is metacompact; 
(b) for each open cover a, QF has a cushioned refinement; 
(c) there exists u : X + K(X) such that no sequence (x,) satisfying x,+, E 
U {a(~,): is n} has a limit point. 
Proof. The function v in (c) is a stationary winning strategy for K in G(X). Thus 
we have already shown (a) e (c). That (a) 3 (b) follows immediately from Junnila’s 
result mentioned above; however, it is also easy to see as follows. Given a point-finite 
refinement “Ir of an open cover %, where Y consists of open sets with compact 
closures, and given U E OllF, let M( U) = {x: st(x, “Ir) c U}. It is easy to check that 
this defines a cushioned refinement of %F. Finally, to see that (b)+(c), let 011 be 
a cover of X by open sets with compact closures, and let {M(U): U E “u’} be a 
cushioned refinement of OUr. Now given x E X, choose U, E QF with x E M( U,), 
and let P(X) = cl( U,). We leave to the reader the easy proof that (+ satisfies (c). 0 
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One can obtain an analogous cushioning characterization of a-metacompactness 
in locally compact spaces, but the corresponding notion of cushioning is a bit more 
complicated. We will just state the result without proof. 
Theorem 7. The following are equivalent for a locally compact space X: 
(a) X is w-metacompact; 
(b) for each open cover 011, there exists a collection { M( U, n): U E qF, n E W} 
satisfying: 
(i) M(U, n)-c U; 
(ii) foreachkEW,{M(U,n): UEOUF,n>k}coversX; 
(iii) whenever Ou, c 4YF, and {M( U, n): U E “u,,} is cushioned in 021, for each 
n E w, then {M( U, n): U E a,,, n E CO} is cushioned in IJ (“21,: n E w). 
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